
Days to Remember

Beth Hirsch’s Early Days (2000), 
remains one of music’s better kept  
secrets. Released in the remnants of 
Air’s globe-conquering success with 
Moon Safari (1998), it beggars be-
lief that this smouldering collection 
of songs didn’t make her profile go 
stellar. Bravely avoiding the obvi-
ous route of producing an album 
that repeated the sounds of All I 
Need, Hirsch chose instead to de-
liver a set that was stripped down, 
gently decorated with minimalist 
percussion, but driven by perfectly 
constructed acoustic guitar riffs, 
haunting piano and the arresting 
power of her voice.

When thinking back to the 
making of Early Days, as well 
as to how she is approaching to 
her new material, Hirsch is very 
aware of her position as an artist. 
“At the time I had discovered mu-
sic”, she recalls. “I had done the 
Air album when I was 28 or 29, I 
had just started singing at 25, so 
everything was very new to me. I 
didn’t have a style or a technique 
as much as I just had a need to 
express. It was this new chan-
nel for me to express myself. My 
only intention was to write what-
ever emotion was so strong that I 
needed to express it, to turn it into 
something as beautiful as I could.”

She clearly has an ear for 
beauty; each song is a delightfully 
subtle testament to the skills of a 
much more established songwrit-
ing talent. As it turns out, from 
her formative years in Tampa, 
Florida onwards, Beth has en-
joyed a diverse and exciting musi-
cal journey. “My early childhood 
was influenced by soul and R‘n’B. 
I loved The Stylistics, who’ve done 
You Are Everything, You Make 
Me Feel Brand New... just gor-
geous harmonies, they were very 
lush. I had an autographed 33 by 
them and I was like, oh my god! 
It was amazing. I never met them 
and never saw them in concert, 
but that had a big impact on me. 
I saw the Jackson Five when I  
was very small, like 5 years old.”

But it was more her transition 
from childhood to adulthood that 
seems to have influenced the craft-
ing of Early Days. “As I got older I 
liked pop rock. I liked Todd Rund-
gren, then I got into… I don’t know 

how you’d categorise them, but 
like Genesis and Yes… they were 
my stoner years you know?” she 
laughs. “Talking Heads too. Then 
when I got into college, I discovered 
folk music. I’d never heard Joni 
Mitchell before. Or Crosby Stills 
& Nash. Kate Bush too. Then lat-
er, jazzier singer-songwriters like 
Rickie Lee Jones.”

It’s this discovery that seeming-
ly colours the record. Tracks like 
the light and romantic Somebody  
Dandy gleefully catwalk Beth’s jazz-
ier and more flirtatious side, while 
the rest of the album, from the opti-
mistic and assured attitude of Come 
A Day (“just about no matter how 
hard things are coping with adult-
hood, I had faith that was greater 
than me, some kind of… something 
leading me”) to the yearning, gor-
geous closing track, Silent Song  
(“I had very strong convictions  
about society and the human race. 
The cellist, Laura Fairhurst, brought 
the song to another level. It’s  
about how strong and important  
silence is in our daily lives”) show  
a rounded and competent musical  
knowledge, despite her professions 
to the contrary. “You know, I’m not 
that prolific. I don’t crank songs out 
like a lot of people do,” she laughs. 
“I’m not like that!”

To return to Early Days now 
is to experience something like 
an intimate dinner with a friend. 
It’s a low-key, personal affair, 
totally seductive. The songs un-
fold gracefully and seem to reveal 
every shade and sparkle of her 
character with an entirely natural 
rhythm that seems almost conver-
sational. As a whole, the album 
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about the hopes and inspirations that infused it...
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becomes a collection of stories told 
between friends It seems to have a 
very direct projection. She agrees, 
but this is where the move to her 
new material begins. “It does have 
direction, but as far as the craft 
goes, it’s a very particular listen-
er it aims for. Now I see writing 
much more as a craft, not neces-
sarily any easier, but I see it as not 
so much about me anymore. It’s 
about the listener and communi-
cation with the listener. I feel my 
songs are becoming much more 
accessible to people.”

“A couple of very instrumen-
tal shifts have taken place,” she 
explains. “Back then I felt so out 
of water in the business end of 
things, and I wanted to find a 
home in a record company that 
my music could fit into a niche. 
Even though Early Days was an 
independent thing that !k7 picked 
up, when I signed with them they 
wanted to merge two styles. So on 
Titles & Idols (2001) [her second 
album, produced by cutting edge 
dance knob twiddlers Black Dog], 
some of the writing may have 

been better but the label wanted 
the production more conceptual 
than organic to fit into their own 
genre. I learned that the live as-
pect is tantamount to my music 
working. I am not an electronic 
solo artist.”

So what does the future hold 
in store for Beth and fans of her 
music? Well, she’s recently com-
pleted the writing for her new al-
bum, and the producer has just 
come in to put the final touches 
to the writing. “I’m looking at the 
song list now, it’s on my wall,” 
she laughs. “You know, they’re 
all very confessional, but the 
way they’re crafted renders them 
more accessible to the third par-
ty, to the listener. I think that is 
the major difference, they’re just 
a more mature sound.”

In her new musical incarna-
tion then, Beth Hirsch is a more 
experienced and wiser storyteller. 
But, even from her own earliest 
days, she had music in her blood. 
When asked her favourite TV show 
as a child, what more fitting than 
“…the MONKEES! That was my 
absolute favourite. Oh my god, I 
loved that show! I liked the drum-
mer Mickey, he was so funny. He 
was my favourite by far.”

But what are her ‘hidden 
gems’? “Well my seminal albums 
would probably be Yes’ Frag-
ile (1972), Joni Mitchell’s Court 
& Spark (1974), maybe Harvest 
(1972) by Neil Young, but hidden 
gem?... the first thing that comes 
to mind is a track on a Todd Rund- 
gren album, A Cappella (1985). It’s 
called Pretending To Care. He must  
have fifty harmonies going on, this  
really lush choral sound. No one 
listens to that song, I always have 
to explain it, it’s so gorgeous…” <

Beth’s song Arrival, written with 
Pale 3 (best known for their sound-
track to Run Lola Run), has just been 
released on the Superb Records 
soundtrack, Crash: Music From & 
Inspired By The Film. As of press 
time, Early Days is criminally out of 
print but Titles & Idols should still 
be available and easy to find in all 
good record stores.
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